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of a function existing mainly in the unconscious. Such a
function has further qualities that are worthy of note; there
is something unindividual about it, that is, it contains
elements which do not necessarily -belong to it. Thus, for
example, the unconscious feeling of the intellectual is peculiarly
phantastic, often in grotesque contrast to the exaggerated,
rationalistic intellectualism of the conscious. In contrast
to the purposeful and controlled character of the conscious
thinking; his feeling is impulsive, uncontrolled, moody,
irrational, primitive, archaic; in fact, very,like the feeling
of a savage.
The same thing is true of every function that is repressed
into the unconscious. It remains there undeveloped, fused
with other elements not proper to it. It remains in a certain
primordial condition, since the unconscious is the psychic
residue of undomesticated nature in us, just as it is also the
matrix of our uncreated future. Thus the undeveloped
functions are always the fruitful ones, and so it is no wonder
that in the course of life the necessity increases for a com-
pletion and transformation of the conscious attitude.
Besides these qualities I have mentioned, the undeveloped
functions possess the further peculiarity, that when the
conscious attitude' is introverted they are extraverted in
character, and vice versa. In other words, they compensate*
the conscious attitude. One could expect therefore to dis-
cover extraverted feelings in an, introverted intellectual,
and the idea was wittily expressed by just such a type when ,
he said, " Before dinner I am a Kantian, but after dinner
a Nietzchean." In his habitual. attitude, that is to say,
he is intellectual, but under the stimulus of a good meal a
Dionysian wave breaks through his conscious attitude.
Just here we meet a great difficulty in the diagnosis of
the types. The outside observer sees • the manifestations
of the conscious attitude, as well as the autonomous
phenomena of the unconscious, and he will be uncertain
as to-what he should ascribe to the conscious and what to

